
ANTONIO KRIJAN
Zagreb, Croatia

+385335602371

antonio.krijan0218@gmail.com

Passionate Full-stack developer with over 7 years experience in software development with Blockchain and smart
contracts.
Seeking out for new technologies and staying up-to-date firmly on market & industry trends, I have possessed lots
of golden skills and know-hows in diverging IT fields.
Proficient in various platforms, languages, and embedded systems.
Experienced with the latest cutting-edge development tools and procedures.
Able to effectively self-manage during independent projects, as well as collaborate in a team setting.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Web3 Front End Developer
10/2020 to 03/2023

Wintermute

London, UK

Developed prototypes, user interface design, and wireframes for the company website of a leading west coast
insurance company, which included creating landing pages
Led the integration of a customer service chat functionality to answer user questions and schedule consultations,
resulting in a 15% increase in leads
Partnered with web developers and software developers to create a mobile application for insurance customers,
which included supporting back-end development and UI design

Blockchain Developer
04/2019 to 08/2020

Verisart

London, UK

Cooperated with team in development of cryptocurrency based on ERC20
Participated in development of NFT based on ERC721 and ERC1155
Developed Dex such as Uniswap front end using React
Worked on dapps, dao, defi, betting apps, voting systems and nft.

Full Stack Developer
05/2017 to 03/2019

Trucksmarter

San Francisco, CA, US

Gained hands-on expertise in Bootstrap, Foundation, Express and similar back-end Node.js as well as front-end
presentation frameworks web application frameworks
Developed full-stack applications across various platforms using latest industry-adopted technologies and



frameworks
Optimize company�s complaint handling process by creating and delivering highly efficient appbased solutions

Front End Developer
11/2015 to 03/2017

Picker

Barcelona, Spain

Converted a Figma design and PSD into HTML pages using React, Angular, Vue, HTML, CSS while closely
working with designers.
Building websites and apps that are responsive and usable.
Worked closely with programmers and clients to meet project requirements, goals, and desired functionality

SKILLS

HTML/CSS/JavaScript/TypeScript - - 6 years

Angular/React/Next/Vue - 6 years

Node/Express/Golang/SQL/MongoDB - 5 years

Blockchain/Ethereum/Smart Contract/Solidity/Truffle/Hardhat/Web3 - 4 years

Git - 6 years

EDUCATION

University of Zagreb
Bachelor’s

Computer Science

Zagreb, Croatia

04/2010 to 08/2015

LINKS

https://www.linkedin.com/in/antonio-krijan-9007b6213/



https://triplebyte.com/tb/antonio-krijan-4bj6wcz/certificate

https://github.com/smartdev0218


